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(1.) Some more phantom f¤ltatoi
‘Though f¤lo! often indicates merely a close relationship (whether of blood or other kind), in
f¤ltato! the emotional connotation is unmistakable’ wrote E. Fraenkel in his commentary on Aesch.
Agamemnon 329.1 Fraenkel’s statement holds generally true for Greek literature of the Classical age.
But in papyrus letters from Roman Egypt the contexts and patterns of use of f¤ltato! are markedly
different: ‘als Epitheton des Briefstils ist f¤ltato! nicht gefühlsbetont, sondern sachlich’ writes H.
Koskenniemi in his Zur Ideen und Phraseologie des griechischen Briefes bis 400 n. Chr. (1956) 99.
Koskenniemi offers a comprehensive treatment of f¤ltato! on pages 97-100 of his book,2 and perhaps
his most important conclusion is that the adjective does not indicate a family or other close relationship,
but ordinarily occurs in business or official correspondence. In a recent paper3 I tried to show that the
syntactic behaviour of the adjective also seems to conform to certain patterrns: when it occurs in the
prescript of a letter of the first three centuries of Roman rule in Egypt, the prescript is always in the
form ı de›na t“ de›ni t“ filtãtƒ. It never precedes the name of the recipient or a term indicating a
relationship. Exceptions are extremely few, and occur in different contexts. In most cases these are the
addresses (written on the back) of some late letters; but this deserves a special note.
The addresses of papyrus letters display a noticeable feature of the use of the adjective and its
changes across the centuries. A number of letters from the first century (or slightly later) bear addresses
of the general type t“ de›ni t“ filtãtƒ, with épÒdo! occasionally preceding.4 (POxy X 1292v.17 (c.
30) t`«`i` f`il
` t` ã
` t` v
` i` ÉI!xurçti apparently attests an exceptional word order, but this is probably accidental.
Note that the address is in two sections divided by the binding.5) This type of address seems to vanish
after the first century (or thereabouts), but in the fifth century the adjective reappears in addresses,
although the usage is different. I know of three such examples. In one case the adjective immediately
precedes a personal name: POxy X 1300v.11 (V) épÒd(o!) to (l. tª) fi(ltãt˙) Mar¤&. In two other
instances we find constructions of the type t(“) (various epithets) fil(tãtƒ) édelf(“) t“ de›ni: POxy
VIII 1165v.14 (VI), VI 942v.6 (VI/VII). It is remarkable that in these examples the rules that were in
force in the earlier period became much less strict: the adjective comes before a personal name or a term
indicating relation (I consider the case POxy X 1292v.17 as of no consequence). This impression may
be strengthened by the recently published POxy LXIII 4365.1f. (IV) tª kur¤& mou filtãt˙ édel|fª §n
k(ur¤)ƒ, where we find a construction that would have seemed intolerable in earlier times. It cannot be
said with certainty whether this more relaxed attitude relates to the infrequent use of the adjective from
the fourth century onwards (cf. Koskenniemi, op. cit. 97). We still lack an example of the adjective
immediately preceding a personal name in a prescript. Nevertheless, one cannot entirely rule out the
* I am grateful to Dr C. V. Crowther and Dr D. D. Obbink for some very helpful remarks on an earlier draft of this
paper. My thanks are also due to Prof. T. Gagos and Prof. H. Harrauer for checks of papyri at Ann Arbor and Vienna.
1 On the significance of the adjective in (Classical) Greek literature see M. Landfester, Das griechische Nomen »philos«
und seine Ableitungen (Spudasmata 11) (1966) 75ff.
2 Cf. also G. Tibiletti, Le lettere private nei papiri greci del III e IV secolo d.C. (1979) 43f. The terms f¤loi and
f¤ltatoi have been discussed also by C. Spicq, Mnemosyne S . IV 8 (1955) 27f. and Notes de lexicographie néotestamentaire ii 936ff., who, however, fails to notice their semantic development and their significance in the papyri.
3 ‘PSI 1437 and its ghost proskynema’, Istituto Papirologico 'G. Vitelli': Comunicazioni 2 (1997) (forthcoming).
4 POxy X 1292v.17 (c. 30), PRyl II 230v.14 (40), POslo III 149v.6 (61), BGU I 248v, BGU II 531v (both c. 75-76),
BGU III 884v (c. 76) (the edition has ÉAp[ollvn¤v]i filtãtvi, but ÉAp[ollvn¤vi t«]i filtãtvi is more likely), PHerm
1v.11, PMichael 15v.11, POxy XLII 3070v.10 (all I), SB XII 11021v.18, POslo II 49v (both I/II), PIand VI 111.32 (c. 200
ed., but one should probably reckon with an earlier date).
5 Despite the generous provision of dots, t`«`i` fi`l`t`ã`t`v`i seems to be what the papyrus had, as I was able to see on the
`
original (kept in the Cambridge University Library).
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possibility that some day a papyrus will be published which attests a personal name preceded by t“
filtãtƒ. In some third- and fourth-century texts 6 f¤ltato! is attributive. And correspondence preserved in late antique non-documentary sources displays markedly different patterns of usage, close to
those of classical times.7 Perhaps the appearance of the sequence t“ filtãtƒ t“ de›ni, or a clear
‘gefühlsbetont’ use of the epithet in a papyrus is only a matter of time. But it has not yet appeared.
Knowledge of the patterns of usage of the epithet, syntactic, as well as pragmatic, may be useful
when restoring the text of fragmentary papyri. In the light of his research Koskenniemi pointed out the
impossibility of the supplemented filt]ã`t[˙ mou mhtr]¤ in BGU III 814.1 (p. 98 n. 1 = BL IV 5), where
he proposed glukut]ã`t[˙, and of t“ filtãtƒ] p`a`[tr¤ m]o(u) in PGissUniv III 30.1 (p. 98 n. 2 = BL IV
34). Twenty-five years later Farid showed that in POxy XIV 1680.2 glukÊ]tate pãter was to be preferred to f¤l]tate pãter of the ed. pr. (Anagennesis 1 (1981) 15ff. = BL VIII 248). In the paper mentioned above I advanced arguments against retaining t“ filtãt]ƒ éde[l]f[“] in the prescript of BGU I
27, where I suggested restoring t“ glukutãt]ƒ éde[l]f[“],8 and [t“ filtãtƒ | édel]f`“ in PSI XIV
1437.1. A few more cases where the adjective is the result of editorial intervention, but where various
considerations militate against its presence in the text, will be treated below. In the course of the
discussion some further remarks on the use of the adjective will be made.9
The first such case which will concern us here appears in SB XVI 12594, a letter of the third
century. Its beginning has been edited thus:
ÉIgnãti! ÉApolinare¤ƒ ka‹ ÉAl<ã>mmo`n`[i filtã]toi<!> kure¤oi! ple›!ta xa¤rin. p[rÚ m¢n]
pãntvn ktl.
The sequence [filtã]toi<!> kure¤oi! is odd Greek; this renders the restoration implausible. Instead,
assuming a blank space at the end of line 1 and reading to›<!> kure¤oi! would remove the singularity
and produce a smooth text. The editor apparently opted for restoring [filtã]toi<!> in order to fill the
available space in line 9. But this is not necessary: the first and second lines of letter prescripts do not
always reach the edge of the papyrus, and (short) blank spaces at both the beginning and the end of the
lines are fairly common.10
Another prescript that bears a phantom f¤ltato! is that of PMil II 77, a third-century letter. As
edited the prescript runs as follows:
xa¤roi[! f¤ltate ÉI!m]ãragde [p]arå ÉI!id≈|rou.
The restoration f¤ltate ÉI!m]ãragde would have been blameless if it had occurred in the final
greeting, as in e.g. PHarr I 105.14f. (II) ¶rrv!o, f¤ltate | ÉApoll≈nie. But the vocative f¤ltate has
not been found in the prescript of any other letter. A different supplement is thus to be sought; it is
probable that this is kÊri° mou. Compare the following texts:
6 Cf. POxy XLVII 3366.2.22 (253-60) tÚn f¤ltat[on, POxy IX 1218.10 (III) tÚn f¤ltaton FoÊllvna, PRainCent
73.12 (III-IV) ÉArkãdion tÚn f¤ltaton, SB III 7243 (= VIII 9746).25 (early IV) tÚn f¤ltaton Fabour›non, PGissUniv III
32.20f. (III/IV) tØn | f`[i]ltãthn ÑErmiÒnhn. Cf. also PSI VII 836v.15-6 (VI) filitãtƒ | ÉAfoËti.
7 For example cf. Basilius, Epist. 277.1.17 f¤ltate pa¤dvn, Greg. Naz., De vita sua 502 patÆr !e l¤!!ey', uﬂ°vn Œ
f¤ltate, Orat. 7.21.7.4f. Œ f¤ltate édelf«n §mo‹, Syn., Epist. 134.3 Œ f¤ltate •ta¤rvn .
8 Another possibility would be [t“ timivtãt]ƒ, but the context makes it less likely (for the epithet see Koskenniemi, op.
cit. 100-3).
9 The electronic version (DDBDP) of OStras 792.2, a letter from the early years of Roman rule in Egypt, presents the
prescript as ÉEp≈nuxow ÜVrvi [t«i filtã]|tvi édelf«i [xa¤rein.]. The ed. pr. has ÉEp≈nuxow ÜVrvi [ | t«i édelf«i [xa¤rein.]. The supplement, which, as far as I know, has not appeared in print anywhere, is plainly wrong. Incidentally, in CPR
VII 14.7 (305) one should supply the definite article before fil]t`ãtoi`!, and read bibliofÊlajin §gktÆ!evn toË aÈtoË
nomoË to›! fil]t`ãtoi`! xa¤rein.
10 I am grateful to Prof. Traianos Gagos who kindly checked the original (at Ann Arbor) at my request, and discussed
the passage with me.
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(II)
(260?)
(III)

xa¤roi!, kÊri° mou | ÉApolinãrie, parå | Diog°nouw f¤lou.
xa¤r`oi! kÊ`r`[i°] mou | ÜArpale | p(arå) ÑHrvne¤nou.
[xa¤r]o`i! kÊri° mou Y°vn p(arå) XairÆmonow.

It may be that the editor settled on f¤ltate on the basis of the address, which reads ÉI!!marãgdƒ
p(arå) ÉI!id≈rou f¤lou ÉI!marãgdou. But this is not conclusive; in this respect, POxy VI 933, cited
above, is very instructive. (See now also D. Martinez, PMich XVIII p. 275.)
The vocative f¤ltate is also restored in PMert I 28, a letter assigned to the later third century (but
the plate indicates that a somewhat earlier date should be preferred). Lines 21-22 are printed as follows:
[¶rrv!]y`a`¤ !e eÎxomai, êdelfe
[f¤]l`tate, mey' œn boÊl˙.
[f¤]l`tate is impossible on three counts. First, we would normally expect lines 21 and 22 to align;
but [f¤]l`tate breaches the alignment (the closing formula valedicendi is indented). Second, the plate
indicates that the trace visible after the break, the top of an oblique rising from left to right, cannot be
reconciled with lambda. Third, in no other private letter from the first three centuries of Roman rule in
Egypt does f¤ltato! qualify édelfÒ!. I would thus propose supplementing [gluk]Ê`tate, which suits
both space and trace, and is also contextually more appropriate than [f¤]l`tate.11 (I should note that
[timi]≈`tate does not suit the trace.) The adjective is commonly used among relatives, cf. Koskenniemi,
op. cit. 103, and this may be the case here too; for other glukÊtatoi édelfo¤ cf. e.g. PMich XV 752.4f.
(II), PSI VIII 943.2 (II?), PMert II 85.29f. (III), POxy XII 1494.9f. (IV). From our letter there emerges a
close relationship between sender and recipient; the text consists entirely of the usual affectionate
commonplaces, with greetings to all in the family: é!pãzo[mai] | ÉAmmvnçn tÚn pat°ra mou ka`‹` | t`[Øn]
mht°ran mou ka‹ tØn éd[el|fØn] ka‹ toÁ! §n o‡kƒ pãnte! k[a‹] | t[oÁ!] f¤lou! (lines 13-7).12 I would
therefore suggest that the text is to be presented thus:
[§rr«!]y`a`¤ !e eÎxomai, êdelfe
[gluk]Ê`tate, mey' œn boÊl˙.
‘I wish that you are well, my sweetest brother, along with whom you may wish’.
Another problematic restoration occurs in SB XIV 11900, a second-century letter addressed to a
certain Herakleides, whom the sender addresses in affectionate terms: he calls him ‘father’ three times,
and repeatedly expresses how greatly he and others at home, perhaps his brother and sister, miss him. 13
In the edition lines 6-7 appear as follows:
[§n b¤ƒ. yaumãzome]n` p«! oÈdem¤an ≤me›n, f[¤ltate],
[¶pemca! §]pi!tolÆn.
There are two difficulties. First, f[¤ltate] seems to be at odds with the overall familiar tone of the
letter; the writer may not be Herakleides’ father, but the two individuals appear to be on close terms. We
often find this vocative in official and, occasionally, in business correspondence, but never in a letter
such as this. Naturally, there are a few exceptions to the general rule that f¤ltato! is ‘nicht
gefühlsbetont’, cf. Koskenniemi, op. cit. 99, and one might think that this is a one of them. But the
second difficulty is impossible to circumvent: the supplement in line 7 is too short for the space, as may
be seen from the plate in the ed. pr. (pl. 35: note that the left-hand edge of the piece is more or less
straight at this point); the lacuna must have carried away up to twelve letters, but the supplement is only
eight letters long. All this make f[¤ltate] unviable. (It should be noted that the supplement for the
11 There are very few examples of timi≈tate êdelfe: BGU XI 2129.25f. (II), PBrem 22.14 (II), PCairPreis 48.10 (II),
POxy LIX 4004.20 (V), BGU III 950.9 (Byz.).
12 PapAgon 7.17 and SPP V 123.9 (both 264-68), which have §rr«!yai Ímç! eÎxomai, f¤ltatoi édelfo¤, are official
letters. PBerlMöller 9 (AD 45), whose prescript presents the unusual sequence %oux¤vn ÉA`p`ollvn¤vi t«i éde(lf«i)
filtãtvi, is a business letter.
13 This is of course a topos, cf. Tibiletti, op. cit. 92f., and might be devoid of any real sentiment, but in principle it might
not be right to apply a blanket scepticism over the sender’s true feelings in all instances.
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beginning of line 6 adopted in the ed. pr. is extremely uncertain – I discuss this elsewhere. At any rate, it
does not affect the argument here.) A different supplement is to be sought; I would propose the
following text:
[ ±3 yaumãzome]n` p«! oÈdem¤an ≤me›n f[ã!in]
[¶pemca! oÈd¢ §]pi!tolÆn.
‘We are surprised that you didn’t send us any word nor even a letter.’
For the proposed restoration, which is in harmony with space requirements, I have found two
parallels:
PMichael 16.7f.
PPhil 35.14ff.

(II-III)
(II)

oÎte fã!in moi oÎte §pi!|tolØn §grãcat° moi
ka‹ oÈd¢ §pi!tÒlin | moi §p°mcate oÈd¢ oÈdem¤an | fã!in

A further case where the vocative of the adjective is supplemented but should probably be abandoned is POxy VI 963. The text is a letter from the second/third century, and is addressed by one woman to
another. The passage where the dubious restoration occurs has been edited as follows:
xãrin d° !oi o‰da, m∞ter, §p‹ tª !poudª toË kayedrar¤ou: §komi!ãmhn går aÈtÒ. oÈk éllÒtrio`[n
går] toË ≥you! poie›!, fil[tãth m∞ter, !]poudãzou!a...
A photograph of the original (itself now in the Toledo Museum of Art) suggests that the available
space is short for this supplement: only six to seven letters seem to have been lost between fil[ and
!]poudãzou!a. One possibility would be fil[tãth, §pi!]poudãzou!a; POxy XVII 2113.19f. (316)
!poÊda!on | to¤`nun, f¤ltate could be adduced in support, but there, unlike our letter, the context is
official. Note also that the adjective is extremely rarely used for women, as Koskenniemi, op. cit. 98 has
shown.14 I am inclined to think of an adverb beginning with fil- which would qualify !]poudãzou!a,
but published papyri do not offer any particularly strong candidate. Only filot¤mv! would suit the
space (filanyr≈pv! is too long); it can be paralleled only by BGU VIII 1770.8f. (64/3 BC) filot¤mv!
diake¤meno! eﬁ! pçn tÒ !oi | xrÆ!imon --- _§!poÊda!a`[.15 Faut de mieux, I would suggest printing fil[6-7 !]poudãzou!a.
As we saw, the prescript of POxy LXIII 4365 tª kur¤& mou filtãt˙ édel|fª is a case apart. The
adjective probably does not occur in PPrag II 194.2, a fifth-century letter: as edited, its prescript runs
[t“ d]e`!`pÒt˙ mou …! élhy«! | [fil]tãtƒ édelf“ Mon¤mƒ. Although the collocation …! élhy«!
filtãtƒ seemingly receives support from CPR V 23v.17 (V?) (on which see below), [fil] is too short
for the space; note also that in the CPR V 23 the adjective occurs in the address. Instead, I propose
restoring [t“ d]e`!p
` Òt˙ mou …! élhy«! | [timiv]tãtƒ ktl., a relatively common type of address,16 which
also suits the space better.17
The CPR passage cited above calls for a further note. The address (line 17) reads t“ de!pÒt˙ mou …!
élhyo
Ç ! fi`l`tãtƒ [ ` ` ` ` ` `] (vac?) `[. The prescript of this letter runs t“ de!pÒt˙ mou …! élhy«!
timivtãto/ édelf“ | Geront¤ƒ ÉHl¤& KtÆ!ippo! x(a¤rein). The editor notes that ‘after fil]tãtƒ one
expects Geront¤ƒ (cf. 2), which seems too long for the gap’. But the adjective has not hitherto been
attested immediately before a personal name in a prescript or address; instead we can easily supply
édelf“ in the six-lettered lacuna, which at least makes the sequence less exceptional.

14 The expression tÆn !oi filtãthn !Êneunon in BGU IV 1080.23 (III?) probably has its origin in the writer’s effort to
compose high-flown classical Greek (but his orthography and syntax sometimes let him down).
15 For the meaning of the word filotim¤a see G. R. Horsley, New Docs 2 (1982) 87f. More than one text attests to the
association of !poudÆ and fil¤a: PTebt II 314.8ff. (II) t∞!...t«n f¤lvn !poud∞!; POxy XLII 3086.6f. (III/IV) aﬂ !pouda‹
t«n | f¤lvn; PFay 135.8ff. (IV) §`p`i`|!poÊda!on plhr«!ai | ·na ≤ fil¤a diam¤n˙ m`e`t' él|lÆlvn.
16 For this see my note on SB XVIII 13114 in ‘Remarks on private letters’ on p. 146.
17 As may be seen on the published plate (Tav. LIII), the break in line 1 has taken away four and a half letters (of the
dotted e in d]e`!`pÒt˙ only its top, elongated to the right, survives); the supplement I propose has five and a half letters lost,
but two of them are iotas.
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The sequence t“ [fil]tãtƒ Nikãndrƒ in PBerlSarisch 12.2 (IV/V), an order to supply couched in
the form of a private letter, seemingly contradicts the statement that the adjective does not occur prior to
personal names in prescripts (see above). On closer scrutiny, however, the passage turns out to offer a
different reading. The published photograph is not very clear at this point, but hardly supports the
printed text. My suspicion that the papyrus has t“ timivtãtƒ Nikãndrƒ has been confirmed by Dr W.
A. Brashear, who kindly checked the original at my request and informed me that one should read t“
timiv`t`ã`tƒ;18 for this (late) use of t“ timivtãtƒ in business contexts compare PCharite 38.2 (300-50),
POxy X 1337.1, XX 2268.5, SB XIV 11330.1 (all three V), PPrinc II 105.1 (VI), etc.
I close this series with a note on BGU III 984, a letter from the late fourth century. The text was
reprinted as no. 55 in M. Naldini, Il Cristianesimo in Egitto; there lines 25-6 read (pro!agoreÊv ---)
ka‹] pãnta! toÁ! ≤mç! égapoËnta! | [filtã]tou! (?) eﬁd¤ou!. The restoration [filtã]tou! (recorded in
BL VI 14), proposed without much confidence, should be rejected; not only does it create an odd
sequence, which hardly is Greek, but also it is not justified by the epithet’s usage. The text of the ed. pr.,
[te ka‹] toÁ! eﬁd¤ou!, although not secure, is tolerable, especially when compared to PStras VIII 765.9f.
(ii) ê!]pa!ai ka‹ ÑEl°nhn --- ka‹ ÑErmi|[ ? pã]nte! toÁ! ﬁd¤o`u! (before pã]nte! probably supply ka¤).
(2.) Kissing feet and footsteps: some (more) examples
The recently published PBod I 63 is a fragmentary letter from the ‘late Byzantine’ period (probably
sixth/seventh century). It contains two instances of a late antique epistolographic topos, the kissing of
the feet of correspondents; for literature on the issue see POxy LIX 4006.7n., and PBerlSarisch pp. 1367 with nn. 9-12. The first occurs in line 2: the editor read toÁ!] pÒda! t∞! Ímet[°ra! ` `] ` ` ,` and noted:
‘Restore at the end of l. 1 e.g. pro!kun«’. The other, in line 10, was not recognised; the edition has:
op[ ` `] `[ ` ` ` t]oÁ! tim`¤`[ou!
But study of the published photograph (pl. 41) results in a different reading; what the scribe must have
written is
é!p[ã]z`[omai t]oÁ! tim¤`[ou! pÒda!.
There are parallels to this expression; I cite three:
PRossGeorg III 13.10f. (VI)
POxy XVI 1855.17
(VI/VII)
POxy XVI 1861.2f.
(VI/VII)

t[oÁ! t]im¤ou! | pÒta!` t[o]Ë` d`e[!p]Ò`t`[ou] m`[ou] kat[a]!pã`[z]o`m`a`i`
é!pãzomai t[oÁ]! tim¤ou! aÈt∞! pÒda!
toÁ! tim¤ou! pÒda! t∞! Ímet°ra! §ndÒjou metå yeÚn pro!ta!¤a! | é!pazÒmeno!

After the supplemented pÒda! we expect a genitive denoting the person whose feet are kissed to
have followed. This may be t∞! Ímet°ra! de!pote¤a!,19 which it is just possible to read in the traces of
line 2: space and trace allow de!]p`o`t`[e¤a!, that is
toÁ! tim¤ou! (?)] pÒda! t∞! Ímet[°ra! de!]p`o`t`[e¤a! (?)
This could have been governed by é!pãz o` mai, but in theory one cannot exclude pro!kun«, fil«,
katafil«, or kata!pãzomai.
Like the previous letter, PBod I 64 (‘late Byzantine’ ed.; judging from the hand I would place it in
the sixth century) attests another example of the same topos, but this has remained unnoticed in the
edition. The last surviving words of the letter (line 9) have been transcribed as
é!pãz`omai ka‹ pro!kun« ka‹ `[
In the apparatus criticus the editor noted that a diaeresis is placed above the iota of ka¤. But the
published photograph (pl. 41) shows that the papyrus has
é!pãz`omai ka‹ pro!kun« tå ‡x`[nh (Ûxnh pap.20)

18

In his review of the volume, due to appear in BZ, Dr A. Papathomas independently reaches the same conclusion.
For other possibilities see A. Papathomas, ZPE 104 (1994) 295 n. 14.
20 It is noticeable that in most cases the word is written with a diaeresis.
19
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A genitive should have followed, perhaps t∞! Ímet°ra! de!pote¤a!, which occurs in line 6; compare
PStras VII 679.1f. (end of VI) pollå é!pã`z`omai ka‹ pro!kun« tå | eÈlogim°na ‡xnh t∞! Ímet`°`[r]a`!
ègiv[!]Ênh`!. The expression has numerous parallels, usually in the order pro!kun« ka‹ é!pãzomai tå
‡xnh:21 PAnt I 45.1ff. (VI), PHaun II 31.1 (VI/VII), POxy LIX 4006.7 (VI/VII), SB VI 9398.6 (VI/VII);
sometimes we encounter pro!kun«n ka‹ é!pazÒmeno!: PAnt II 95.15f. (VI), PFouad 89.2 (VI), PGot
29.1 (VI/VII), PGrenf II 91.1 (VI/VII).
In one of the occurrences of the topos the wording of the context is peculiar. The topos appears at
the beginning of PAnt I 45, a short note addressed to a pronoetes by a notarius some time in the sixth
century (lines 1-2):
prÚ m¢n pãntvn ˆmma pro!kun« ka‹ é!pãzomai | tå ‡xnh !ou.
ˆmma is hard to explain; at the very least the editor’s translation ‘first of all I make obeisance to your
countenance and salute you’ is fanciful. A check of the original (kept in the Papyrology Rooms at the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford) eliminates all difficulty. The papyrus has:
prÚ m¢n pãntvn pollå pro!kun« ka‹ é!pãzomai | tå ‡xnh !ou.
‘Before all I repeatedly worship and salute your footsteps’.22
This topos may be present also in PSI VII 800, a sixth-century petition, apparently to a dux. In the
edition line 3 runs as follows:
aﬁt« tå t¤mia ‡xnh t«n pod«n t∞! Ímet°ra! §ndÒjou filanyrvp¤a! k[a‹
The editorial restoration k[a‹ is by no means binding—in fact the papyrus has ka`[, as I was able to
see on the original (kept in the Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana at Florence). We need a verb to govern
‡xnh.23 One might expect a verb meaning ‘kiss’. But the only such verbs beginning with ka-, kata!pãzomai and katafil«, have never occurred in the same context as ‡xnh. kata!pãzomai governs pÒda!
in PRossGeorg III 13.11 and PApoll 42.9f. (703-15); the same applies to katafil«, as shown by
Papathomas, loc. cit. 293. However, in theory PSI VII 800.3 could provide a first such instance. Another
possibility is that the writer intended something on the lines of ‘having taken recourse to your footsteps
I ask that...’;24 in the light of PCairMasp I 67091.19ff. (528) ßtoimv! [g]ãr eﬁmi katal`abe›n | tå ‡xnh
t∞! a`Èt`«n §jou`!¤a! | per‹ t∞! aﬁt¤a! one might consider restoring exempli gratia ka`[talab≈n; this
would well suit the character of our text. 25
A further instance of the topos may be suspected in PLond V 1739r, which comes from the seventh
or eighth century. Line 2 (the last of the letter) reads ]eron tå t¤mia ‡xnh toË yeofulãktou mo(u)
d[e!pÒtou. It is likely that a verb such as é!pãzomai or pro!kun« or both verbs (for this cf.
Papathomas, ibid.) followed. It should be noted that the verb normally precedes; but cf. POxy XVI
1875.15 (VI/VII) pollå tå ‡xnh Ím«n pro!kun«.26 Another possible occurrence is provided by
CIllumPap I 31 (= SB XX 14495), a sixth/seventh-century text. Line 1 is printed as ]t`a e‡xnh t∞! euo ` `
`e `[ ; as the editor noted ‘Man kann sich vorstellen, daß man im Anfangsbereich eines Briefes steht’. This
21

SB XVI 12815.1-2 (570-73) as edited runs é!pãzomai ka‹ pro!]|kun« tØn Ím`e`t°`r`a`n` [; but the supplemented
é!pãzomai ka‹ is by no means secure, and should be regarded as exempli gratia only. Compare POxy XVI 1829.22f. (57779?) pollå pro!kun« tØn Ímet°ran | §jou!¤an.
22 For pollã see POxy XVI 1875.15 and PHaun II 31.1, both cited below. The examination of the original further
revealed that in line 4 the papyrus does not have grãcon moi, éd(elf°), tØn katã!ta!¤n | !ou, but grãcon moi d¢ tØn
katã!ta!¤n | !ou; for the postponed d° see J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles2 185ff. and E. Mayser, Grammatik II.3 125.
23 There is no connection between aﬁt« and ‡xnh; aﬁt« goes with ¶ndojon m°g[eyo]! mØ paride›n from line 4 (before
¶ndojon m°g[eyo]! perhaps supplement tÚ Ím°teron).
24 The same idea occurs also in other sixth-century petitions; cf. e.g. PLond V 1676.54f. (566-73) prÒ!eimi to›!
eÈkle°!i Ím«n ‡xne!i kulindo[Ê]m`[eno!] | kayiketeÊvn tØn Íperfu∞ Ím«n filanyrvp¤an ktl.
25 For the significance of katalambãnv here cf. F. Preisigke, WB sv. 2 ‘seine Zuflucht wohin nehmen’.
26 I am not clear as to how ]eron should be restored; I have thought of prÒt]eron, but cannot parallel it.
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is very probable, as a good number of letters which start with a version of the topos show,27 and
é!pãzomai or pro!kun« vel sim. may well have preceded in the lacuna at the start of the line (for ]t`a
read ] tå). What is printed as euo ` ` `e `[ should correspond to a feminine abstract noun, but what can be
read with certainty is not particularly suggestive (see the note ad loc.). According to Professor Harrauer,
who kindly examined the papyrus for me, there is nothing different from what is printed in the edition.
In the course of reviewing the texts attesting the topos, there appeared a way of supplementing the
beginning of line 1 of PHaun II 31, a sixth/seventh-century letter. The papyrus as edited has ]l`h! pollå
pro!kun« ka‹ é!pãzomai tå ‡x`[nh. The editor tentatively suggested prÚ t∞! ˜]l`h!, on the analogy of
other occurrences of the topos introduced by prÚ m¢n pãntvn. But prÚ t∞! ˜]l`h! would be an unicum,
whereas comparable passages are not lacking (see also n. 30 below):
PCairMasp I 67076.1
PGot 29.1

(VI)
(VI/VII)

POxy XVI 1860.1

(VI/VII)

diå t∞! pa]roÊ!h! §pi!tol∞! grãfv pro!kun«n tÚn §mÚn de!pÒthn
diå t∞! §lax¤!tou mou §pi!tol∞! grãfv pro!kun«n ka‹ é!pazÒm`[eno! tå t¤]mia
‡xnh to`Ë` y`e`o`[28
§n m¢n prooim¤oi! t∞! §pi!tol∞! ple›!ta pro!kun« ka‹ é!pãzomai t[Øn] | Ímet°ran per¤blepton édelfÒthta

On the basis of the above and the published photograph (Pl. XIV) I suggest reading §pi!]t`[o]l∞! in
place of ]l`h!; what preceded it cannot be reconstructed verbatim (a prepositional construction governed
by diã is very likely), but the idea is clear.29
Wolfson College, Oxford
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PAnt I 45, PFouad 89, PStras VII 679 (all VI), PGot 29, PGrenf II 91, PHaun II 31, POxy LIX 4008 (all VI/VII),
PNess 53 (608), 148 (VII).
28 Perhaps to`Ë` y`e`o`[fÊlaktou mou éntigeoÊxou, suggested by H. I. Bell, CR 43 (1929) 237 (= BL II. 2 70).
29 It is not certain whether PNess 148.1 (VII) attests the topos. The editor printed diå t«n §lax¤!tvn mou gramãtvn`
grãfv pro!ku[n«n tå ‡xnia; Papathomas, loc. cit. 294f. pointed out that ‡xnia is impossible (the word in this form is absent
from the existing documentary evidence) and discussed possible supplements on the assumption that the letter contained a
reference to feet-kissing. But although the topos would not be at odds with the tone of the letter, its restoration here may not
be the likeliest possibility: the suggested supplements may be paralleled only by PGot 29.1 (cited above). The object of the
verb may well have not been the feet or footsteps of the recipients as a number of other texts may suggest; for example
compare PCairMasp I 67076.1 (cited above), PNess III 145.1f. (VI/VII) [ † ` ` ` ` ` `] (probably diå t«n]) ÅgramãtonÄ
parÒntvn (the word-order adopted by the editor is not Greek; gramãton must be an afterthought, and if it is written directly
above parÒntvn, we should read parÒntvn gramãton) mou grãfv ka`‹` p`[r]o`!kun`«` t`Ø`[n] | [ ` ` `] `nouran ktl., PHerm 49.1ff.
(VI) diå t«n parÒntv`n mou grammãtvn | grãfv: polå pro!kun« ka‹ é!pãzvme (the scribe probably wrote indicatives
instead of participles; if so, the punctuation (colon) should be removed) | tØn Ímet°ran gni!¤an édelf≈titan; also PMichael
39.1f. (V), SB VI 9138.1f. (VI), 9397.1 (VI/VII). The same uncertainty applies to PRossGeorg III 13v.2 (VI) diå t]a[Êt]h!
(we would expect diå t∞! p]a[roÊ!]h!) mou §pi!tol∞! grãf[vn] p`ollå pro!kun[«] | [ (note that grãf[vn] --- pro!kun[«]
occurs only here; probably we should read grãf[v] --- pro!kun[«n]), and PLaur II 48.1 (VII) diå t∞w par'<oÊ!>oi! (the
apostrophe is striking; but the plate allows reading paroÊ!h`!) mou §pi!tol∞! grãfv pro!kun«(n) ka[‹ (the commentary
suggests restoring é!pazÒmeno!, which is certain, if the final nu of pro!kun«(n) is indeed abbreviated). Note also that the
supplement in SB XVIII 13111.1f. (V/VI) pro!ku`n`[∞!ai tØn Ímet°ran édelfÒthta] | diå toÊton toÇn §lax¤!ton mou
grammãton is arbitrary; nothing in the text supports the supplement édelfÒthta.

